Details of the Programs: - 2020

CONSISTENT SYNTHESIS TRAINING PROGRAM (CSTP)

- Online Only
- Answer Writing Improvement Program
- Unlimited (we will upload the Questions every week) Answer Writing Practice with feedback
- Readymade Question with Answer (300+)
- Open for all Geography optional students writing main 2020
- Aims at helping aspirants attain 300+ marks
- 1 Year Support Program
- Admission Open
- Note: No Video Lecture / No Model Answer

Payment: 4500/-
https://feepal.org/index.php?/Online-Payment/coaching/DirectionIAS

Highlights of Program

1. Questions will be uploaded on the portal of enrolled students with important reference books.
2. Supporting video lectures and study materials including model answers will be provided.
3. Frequency of uploaded questions will be on Sundays.
4. It serves the objective of helping aspirants remain consistent in their Geography syllabus revision and writing skills development.
5. Fee for programme is Rs. 4,500/- (incl. GST @ 18%).
6. Improvement of each candidate will be scaled in the time frame of 3 months.